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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6003 183 4.4 1.56 32 5/8 8 7/8 38 7.09 4.23 124 N/A

4th year WR who has started 19 of 50 career games, including 13 of 16 in 2017. Has played all four pro seasons

under HC Pete Carroll/OC Darrell Bevell’s offensive scheme which features a lot of West Coast concepts with

vertical elements and passing plays which function off of QB Russell Wilson’s ability to scramble. Was

predominantly utilized as a Z and X running Go, Dig, Curl, Post, and Crossing routes. Possesses adequate height,

marginal weight/hand size, and good arm length with a thin frame, and demonstrates good athletic ability

through good quickness/acceleration/COD/hip fluidity. Solid overall release and good release vs. off coverage,

using good quickness/acceleration to eliminate cushion and takes quick, violent stabs outside of CB’s frame to do

a solid job of evading jams at the LOS. Demonstrates solid separation quickness through good COD/hip fluidity,

the ability to maintain speed through cuts and run away from solid CBs out of breaks/in trail coverage, quickly

sinking hips to snap off vertical releases to run Curls/Comebacks, and a very good ability to execute Dino stems.

Stacks CBs well on Fades and Stop routes and demonstrates good jump ball ability and flashes capability to

snatch balls out of air when facing the LOS. Maintains speed downfield while doing a good job of tracking the ball

over either shoulder. Shows ability to adjust to off-target passes above his head/outside his frame and get hands

in position to make a ctach. Good YAC ability with very good initial quickness and elusiveness after securing the

catch, transitioning to a runner almost instantly and demonstrating very good awareness of closing defenders.

Good play speed early in the game with solid overall play speed. Demonstrates an ability to open on scramble

drills and make himself available to the QB, and takes friendly angles when running Digs/Outs/Crossers. Solid

run blocker when he puts in the effort. Marginal ability to free himself from a jam due to ineffective/nonexistent

hand usage and marginal play strength. Unrefined route running limits his ability to consistently maximize AA

when separating as he will round into breaks or betray his intentions with his eyes. Adequate hands due to

inconsistent technique and focus drops, allowing throws into his frame/chest, and failing to secure contested

catches. Ability to adjust to ball is just adequate due to below average ability to adjust to passes below his waist

and failure to secure catch after catching outside of frame, often allowing it to be knocked out. Not a creative

runner after evading the first tackle shortly after a catch and is overreliant on quickness to get in footraces.

Doesn’t hold the redline well when he fails to leave after getting on CB’s hip. Mental processing is just adequate

due to failure to adjust route depth vs. zone resulting in running into defenders/covered areas. Play speed is

good in first half but diminishes to solid/adequate as games go on. Demonstrates marginal competitive

toughness through disinterest in blocking, poor effort on the backside of sprintout plays or on short routes on 3rd

and Long, bad body language when he doesn’t get the ball, decreased performance in critical game situations, and

tendency to continue making mistakes after a drop or other error. Did not have an opportunity to evaluate ability

to catch against the sideline. This is a WR3 you can win with who is best used as a Z getting free releases and

running Go/Post/Curls/Digs/Crossers/Drags in a vertical offense that takes a lot of deep shots and values chunk

plays and would likely benefit from being rotated in to preserve his energy/play speed. Wins with AA, YAC, and

Play speed and has issues with Competitive toughness, Play strength, and vs. Jams. Has upside because his route

running could be improved but has suffered two ACL injuries and frame is likely maxed out. 

Competitive toughness, Play strength, vs. Jam

PROJECTION This is a WR3 you can win with who is best used as a Z running 

Go/Post/Curls/Digs/Crossers/Drags in a vertical offense that values chunk plays and would 

likely benefit from being rotated in to preserve his energy/play speed.

2017 - 9/24 @TEN, 10/29 vs HST, 11/5 vs WAS, 11/20 vs ATL, 12/10 @JAX

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST AA, YAC, Play speed

Positions Started

WR

Any vertical offense that takes a lot of deep shots and values chunk plays.

2017 – groin (Week 10, missed no games), 2016 – left hamstring (Week 13, missed one 

game) 2015 – left hamstring (Weeks 11-13, missed three games, then placed on IR) 2014 – 

left hamstring (Week 16, missed no games), right ACL tear (DC, CC, ended season on IR) 

College – right ankle sprain (2013), right ACL tear (2012), right MCL sprain (2011)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

WORST

COLORADO (COUN)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

50
Games Started

19
Games Won

32
Winning %

64%

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

Z, X
DOB (Age)

4/13/92 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

INJURIES

2017 – 80 targets (3rd on team) 44 receptions (4th), 703 receiving yards (2nd), 16.0 Y/R, 6 

receiving TDs (3rd), 15.0 average targeted air yards (10th in NFL, per NFL NextGen Stats), 

100% catch rate on 8 catchable deep targets (per PFF)

Seattle Seahawks14-2nd-SEA

Rossler, Bryce

TEAM

Prospect (Last, First)

Richardson, Paul
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PLAYER INFO

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


